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ant energy impinging upon such area. There is also pro- 
vided a like first and second lattice of mutually-parallel, 
regularly-spaced longitudinal light interceptors of uniform 
width arranged in a coplanar array. The two arrays are 
arranged in a mutually-paralIeI, face-to-face relation and 
oriented sufliciently out of registry so as to block from 
the light-sensitive area of the photocell, light rays norma1 
to such arrays, whie permitting light from a unipolar, 
uniplanar component of the deviation from such normal 
to illuminate an increasing portion of the light sensitive 
- ~ _ _  area of the photocell as such angular deviation compo- 
nent increases. 
By means of a pair of such devices, sensitive to mutual- 
ly opposite unipolar components of uniplanar angles, bi- 
polar analog signals may be obtained which are suitable 
for angle tracking purposes. Accordingly, it is an object 
of the subject invention to provide analog direction sens- 
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me invention described herein was made in the per- 
formance of work under a NASA contract and is subject 
to tbe provisions of section 305 of the National Aero- 
nautics and Space Act of 1958, Public Law 85-568 (72 
Stat. 435; 42 U.S.C. 2457). 
The subject invention relates to a direction indicator 
and more particularly to apparatus for determining the 
direction of a source of light. 
Frequently it is necessary to determine the direction 
of a source of light energy, such as the sun or a prese- 
lected star, relative to a local coordinate system. Such 
information may be required for achieving a desired 
orierttation of a spacecraft. Such orientation may be re- 
quired for guidance purposes in performing a desired tra- 
jectory. In the case of the sun, such directional informa- 
tion may also be Idwired for orientation of a space vehicle 
so as to minimize solar heating or to provide maximum 
exposure for solar batteries. 
Where a signal is provided which is indicative of the 
deviation of the orientation of an optical sensor from the 
line of sight to such light source, such signal may be 
used in a servu tracking loop to cause such sensor to be 
reoriented toward such source. Many optical sensar 
schemes exist in the prior art for providing a signal in- 
dicative of the deviation of the orientation of a sensor 
from a line of sight to a selected light source. However, 
many of such schemes are not suited to measuring partic- 
ularly small angular deviations. Others are not wholly 
passive analog seeker devices of sufficient reliability; but 
instead employ complex dither-motion scanning devices 
or other mechanically scanning mean5 for determining the 
sense Of an observed angular deviation. In other words, 
such prior art devices do not in general combine high 
reliability and improved sensitivity to small angular de- 
viations. 
By means of the concept of the subject invention, ex- 
tremely small angular deviations in the relative orienta- 
tion of a light source may be reliably sensed. 
la a preferred embodiment of the subject invention, 
there is provided a photoelectric sensor having a sensitive 
area for providing an electrical signal in response to radi- 
ing means. 
It is another object of the invention to provide means 
for determining the direction of a radiant energy source. 
It is still another object of the invention to provide 
light source direction sensing means of improved semi- 
tivity . 
It is a further object of the invention to provide passive 
sensing means for determining the deviation of the opti- 
cal axis of a radiant energy detector from a line of sight 
to a radiant energy source. 
These and other objects of the invention will become 
apparent from the following description, taken together 
with the accompanying drawings in which: 
FIGURES la and I6 are top and end views respectively 
of a set of optical blocking grids, illustrating the inven- 
tive concept; 
FIGURE 2 is a schematic arrangement of a radiant 
35 energy tracking system for tracking a radiant source and 
embodying the inventive concept of FIGURES la and lb; 
FIGURE 3 is a schematic circuit diagram of the signal 
amplifiers of FKGURE 2; 
FIGURE 4 is a family of response curves ZIustrating 
40 the responses of several of the elements of FIGURE 2 
as a function of uniplanar angle; 
FIGURES 5, Sa, and 5b are a series of end views of 
a film illustrating the processing thereof to construct the 
set of grids depicted in FIGURE 1; and 
FIGURE 6 is an exploded view of an indicator as- 
sembly embodying the inventive concept. 
In the figures, like reference characters refer to Iike 
parts. 
Referring now to FIGURES la  and 15, there is il- 
50 lustrated a set of optical blocking grids. FIGURE la 
depicts a plan view of an uppermost one of two stacked 
grids of regularly spaced, mutually parallel light inter- 
ceptors 11 and 12; while FIGURE! l b  illustrates an end 
view of such grids %I and 12 in cooperation with the 
55 sensitive surface of a photoelectric sensor 17 as a light 
baffle therefor. Photoelectric sensor 17 may be of any 
type known in the art for providing an electrical signal 
in response to light or radiant energy impinging upon the 
sensitive area thereof. 
Each of grids 11 and 12 comprises a coplanar array of 
mutually parallel, regularly-spaced light interceptors of 
uniform width, the width of each interceptor being at 
least as great as the lateral space 13 and 14 between ad- 
jacent interceptors, and preferably twice such lateral 
65 space. The two grids are oriented in a face-to-face mutual- 
ly parallel reIation and sulliciently out of lateral registry 
as to block light rays normal to the planes of the grids 
or coplanar arrays, while transmitting light having a uni- 
polar component of angular deviation from such normal 
70 in a plane perpendicular to the planes of the grids and 
transversely of the longitudinal light interceptors 11 
and 92. 
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Where desired, the outputs of sensors 16a and ldb In other words, a face of the baffle (formed by the 
two grids) is oriented and dimensioned as to cover, and may be suitably amplified by separate ampliffers 19a 
be at least equally as extensive as, the sensitive area of and 19b prior to being compared. Where the outputs of 
pbtoelectric sensor 17, while the spacing or perpendic- sensors 16a and 16b are oppositely poled, then amplitude 
ular distance 15 between the two grids of the baffle is comparator 20 may be comprised of a summing amplifier, 
preferably about two and one-half times the width of a the construction and arrangement of which is well vnder- 
grid element or longitudinal light interceptor. stood in the art. An exemplary arrangement of the sepa- 
The grids are mutually aligned laterally so that an edge rate amplifiers 19a and l 9 b  for separately amplifiying 
of a longitudinal light interceptor of one grid is in jux- the outputs of sensors 17a and 17b to prod 
taposition with an opposite edge of the corresponding light 1o oppositely poled outputs, nay  be comprised, 
interceptor of the other grid. For example, as illustrated ple, of the arrangement shown schematicall 
in FIGURE lb, the left edges of the grid elements of the URE 3. 
lower coplanar grid array are aligned with the right edges 
of the corresponding grid elements of the upper coplanar 
Hence, because of such alignment and the fact that the 
spacing between grid elements of the upper grid is less 
than the width of the grid elements of the lower grid, 
light rays 25 perpendicular to the planes of such co- 
planar grid arrays are blocked from sensor 17 by the 2 
baffle formed by such two grids. It is also to be ap- 
preciated that light rays from an angular direction 
slightly counterclockwise or to the left of such perpen- 
dicular direction, will be similarly blocked, while light 
pays 26 from a slightly clockwise direction (or to the right 2 
of such perpendicular) will not be blocked, but will be 
allowed to impinge upon photoelectric sensor 17. Such 
component of angular motion, resolved in the plane of 
FIGURE l b  (perpendicular to the coplanar arrays and 
transverse of the longitudinal members thereof is essen- p 
tially a uniplanar component of motion. Further, be- 
cause such b&e admits light slightly to one side of the 
perpendicular in such plane, and not light from the other 
LLGU oy curve ~4. sucn 
nent of such uniplanar direction is allowed to impinge 35 analog response to a small angular deviation of. the 
upon sensor 17. normal of tracking platform 18 from the line of sight 
The amount of light falling on sensor 17 through such to a radiant energy source-to-be-tracked, may therefore 
baffle from the selected unipolar, uniplanar direction (Le., be used to drive platform servo 21 in a sense so as to 
from a direction slightly to the right of the perpendicular reduce such deviation to zero, as is well understood in 
rays 25 in FIGURE l b )  tends to increase with the devia- 40 the servo art. Where desired, a tachometer (not shown) 
tion of such direction 8 from the normal or perpendic- may be mounted on the output of servomotor 2Z and 
ular, as is well understood in the art. In other words, the the output thereof fed back as an additional input to 
clockwise variation of the relative orientation of a col- summing ampliiier 20r for anti-hunt and semo-dam&ng 
limated light source transversely of the longitudinal grid purposes, in accordance with established servo design 
members 11, from an angular position defined by the 45 practices. 
juxtaposition of the juxtaposed opposite edges of cor- Hence, it is to be appreciated that the parallel light 
responding grid members of the two grids, toward a set- rays of a collimated light source or a distant star do not 
ond edge of the lower grid member, tends to produce a strike both of 1 7 ~  and 17b in f l ~ u m  2. con- 
corresponding variation in the electrical output Of sen- comitantly. Instead, such pair of smsors, due to the il- 
sor 17. 60 lustrated grid arrangement, has a nulil point when the 
Accordingly, the arrangement of FIGURES la and pair face such light source; and when tilted to one side 
l b  comprises means for indicating a unipolar uniplanar or the other from such null position, an appropriate one 
component direction of a source of radiant energy. of the two sensors will emit a signat in response to light 
By means of a pair of devices employipg the concept striking such sensor. 
of FIGURES la and lb,  a bipolar uniplanar tracking 65 Although the amgle-tracking device OP HCXJRE 2 has 
function may be achieved, as shown in FIGURE 2. been described in terms of a simple, uniplanar tracking 
Referring to FIGURE 2, there is illustrated a uniplanar loop, it is clear that the concept of the invention would 
tracking servo for tracking the direction of a source of be equally useful in a dual plane angle tracker hving 
radiant energy. There is provided a first and second as- four sensors comprising two sets or pairs of sensors ar- 
sembly 16u and 16b mounted on a tracking platform 18 60 ranged for sensing angular deviation in two autvally 
for indicating a respective first and second mutually op- orthogonal planes. In such. an arrangement; each pair 
posed unipolar component of direction in a common of sensors would cooperate (substantially in the manner 
plane, each of assemblies 16a and 16b comprising a illustrated in PIGURE 2 )  ,with a respective one of two 
photoelectric sensor 17 and a pair of coplanar grid ar- servo loops for torquing platform 18 about a respective 
rays 11 and 12 forming a light baffle, in accordance with 65 one of two mutually orthogonal axes. The mechanical 
the teaching of FIGURE lb. The electrical outputs of arrangement of such a platform and two servo. motor 
sensors 17a and 17b are fed to a difference amplifier 20 drives is wdl 'understood in the art, especially in the art 
for providing an output indicative of the amplitude dif- of monopulse tracWg radars, for example. By means 
ference therebetween. Such output of amplifier 20 may of such a dual planar sensing arrangement, yaw and pitch 
then be fed to a torque motor 21 which is drivingly ar- 70 steering signals may be provided for attitude control of a 
ranged to orient platform 18 in a given plane in response satellite. 
to the sense of the amplitude difference detected by am- The unipolar uniplanar sensing elements themselves 
plifier 20, the sense of the response of motor 21 being may be fabricated by means of lamination techniques 
selected so as to reduce the magnitude of the amplifier applied to grid patterns developed photographically, as 
output. 75 shown more particularly in FIGURES 5 and 6.  
3 
, In the event of such opposite poling of the respective 
grid array. 1 
side or other sense of direction, only a unipolar compo- - 
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arrays being mutually parallel and spaced apart, an For example, a photographic master may be made 
from a single master grid drawing, as is well under- opposite edge of a corresponding longitudinal inter- 
stood in the art. Then by means of photograpllic tech- ceptor of each of said arrays being in juxtaposition 
niques, single grids may be produced on a transparent base in a spaced apart sideby-side relation, the Width of 
such as, for example, a commercial film base. A first said longitudinal intarceptors is at least as great as 
grid 11 may be photographically developed or photo- the interval between adjacent interceptors of each 
reduced upon one side (the top side) of the film base 27, array, and in which the perpendicular distance of the 
as shown in FIGURE 5a. Then, the underside of the film spacing between said mutually parallel coplanar ar- 
27 is coated with a layer of light-sensitive emulsion 28 and rays is at least as great as the width of each of said 
exposed through the top layer, as shown in FIGURE 5b, longitudinal interceptors; 
to a collimated source of light. whereby the variation of the relative orientation of a 
A similar second exposure is then made at the maxi- collimated light source transversely of said longi- 
mum intended angle for the assodated grid geometry, tudinal members from an angular position, defined 
prior to photographically processing or developing the by the juxtaposition of said opposite edges, toward 
film, as shown in FIGURE 5c. Then, upon the second 15 the second edge of the interceptors of said first array 
and final processing of the film to develop the grids 12 tends to produce a corresponding variation in the 
on the underside thereof, the resvlt is a pair of like grids output of said sensor. 
11 and 12 of HGURE l b  having the desired registra- 3. Means for indicating a uniplanar component direc- 
tion. tion of light source, comprising first and second assem- 
Such film having the approximate grids may then be 20 blies for indicating first and second $mumally opposed 
laminated with a solar cell, to form a completed sensor, unipolar components of said uniplanar component direc- 
as shown in FIGURE 6. tion, with respect to a direction perpendicular to said as- 
Referring to FIGURE 6, there is shown an exploded semblies, each assembly comprising: 
view of an integrated or laminated sensor design. The a photoeletcric sensor having a light sensitive area for 
transparent support or film 27, having an upper and 25 providing an output signal in response to light energy 
lower grid 11 and 12 developed in accordance with the impinging upon said area; 
processes described in connection with the descrip- a first lattice and a second lattice of mutually parallel, 
tion of FtIGURE 5,  is secured to solar cell 17 (or a regularly spaced longitudinal light interceptors of 
photoelectric cell) by means of a thin layer 29 of clear uniform width arranged in a coplanar array; 
epoxy cement, while a thin epoxy coating 30, is applied 30 a first OM of said lattices being fixedly arrayed across 
over the entire sandwich to protect the outer grid from said light sensitive area of said sensor; 
physical damage. the coplanar arrays of said first and second lattices 
Accordingly, there has been described means for sen- being mutually parallel and spaced 'apart, an opposite 
sing the angular deviation of a Sine of sight to a radia- edge of a corresponding longitudinal interceptor of 
tion source from a line normal to the surface of the 35 each of said lattices being in juxtaposition in a 
sensor, whereby an electrical signal is provided which spaced-apart side-by-side relation, whereby said first 
varies with such deviation. and second lattices intercept all light directed from 
Although the invention has been described and illus- said source toward said sensor except for light from a 
trated in detail, it is clearly to be understood that the unipolar component of said uniplanar component di- 
same is by way of illjustration only and is not to be 40 rection; 
taken by way of limitation, the spirit and scope of the said sensor in said &st assembly responding to light 
invention being limited oaly by way of the terms of the from a first unipolar component with respect to said 
appended claims. perpendicular direction, and said sensor of said sec- 
ond assembly responds to light from a second uni- 
Polar component direction, opposite said &st uni- 
the radiation of light only from a selected unipolar direc- Polar component with respeot to said perpendicular 
tion component with respect to a perpendicular direction direction; and 
of a selected plane, the arrangement comprising: a light output means for utilizing the outputs of the sensors of 
baffle having said first and second assemblies to control the orien- 
two like grids of regularly-spaced mutually parallel 60 tation thereof. 
light interceptors in cooperation with a photoelectric 4. The arrangement as recited in claim 3 wherein said 
sensor adjacent to said light baffle, each interceptor OutlJut means include amplifying means responsive to the 
having a width of at least as great as the interval be- Outputs of the Sensors in said first and second assemblies 
tween adjacent interceptors of a Gommon grid, said for providing a control output signal indicative of the dif- 
grids being oriented in a face-to-face mutually par- 65 ference between the outputs of said sensors sand servo 
allel relation, and sufficiently out of lateral registry motor means responsive to said control output signal for 
as to block light rays normal to the planes of said adjusting the orientation of said assemblies so as to mini- 
grids, while transmitting light having a unipolar com- mize the amplitude of the control output signal. 
ponent of deviation therefrom in a plane perpendicu- 
lar to said grids and transversely of said longitudinal 60 References Cited 
interceptors, whereby said sensor provides an output UNITED STATES PATENTS 
only when light is received from said unipolar direc- 2,439,295 4/1948 et _ _  250--237 
tion component. 
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65 3,304,028 2/1967 Dryden. nent direction of a light source, camprising: a photoelectric sensor having a light sensitive area for 
providing an electrical signal in response to light en- 
ergy impinging upon said area; 
a first and second coplanar 'array of mutually pwdel,  
regularly spaced longitudinal light interceptors of 70 
'uniform width, a first one of said arrays being fixedly 
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This invent ion relates t o  a d i r e c t i o n  i n d i c a t o r  
system t h a t  can be used to align a set&llite relative 
1: source, such a8 the pjiun, f o r  example. The 
es two photoce l l s  as l i g h t  sensors .  They 
form a set. Each set i n d i c a t e s  one d i r e c t i o n ,  as f o r  
example, p i t c h  a t t i t u d e .  
Refer r ing  t o  F I G .  2 ,  two sensors  1 7 ,  17b are 
loca ted  s i d e  by s ide .  Each sensor  i s  provided with 
a special blocking g r i d  in  t h e  f r o n t  of it. Sensor 
1 7  has a g r i d  11 a ,  1 2 a  t h a t  w i l l  admit l i g h t  only from 
one s i d e  ( t h e  r i g h t  s i d e ) .  The o t h e r  sensor  has a 
g r i d  I l b ,  12b t h a t  w i l l  admit l i g h t  only from t h e  
opposi te  s i d e  ( t h e  l e f t  s i d e ) .  When both sensors  
poin t  a t  a l i g h t  source the  g r i d s  block t he  l i g h t  so 
i t  w i l l  no t  reach  t h e  sensor .  This  i s  a null  po in t ,  
and t h e  output  from the  sensors  w i l l  be zero.  This 
i n d i c a t e s  t h a t  t h e  satel l i te  i s  or ien ted .  With t h e  
sa tel l i te  poin t ing  t o  one o r  t he  o t h e r  s i d e  of t h e  
l i g h t  source,  l i g h t  w i l l  s t r i k e  t h e  appropr ia te  sensor  
and t h e r e  w i l l  be an output  from the  sensor  on t h e  s i d e  
r@Geiving the li 
There w i l l  be an output  s i g n a l  from the  sensor  
on t h e  s i d e  receiving the  l i g h t .  This output  signal 
is used t o  c o r r e c t l y  p o s i t i o n  the  satell i te.  . 
simple i n  opera t ion ,  does not  r e q u i r e  complicated 
o p t i c a l  systems, has no moving p a r t s ,  and can be used 
t o  provide very  f i n e  v e r n i e r  acqu i s i t i on .  
The advantages of t h i s  i n d i c a t o r  is  t h a t  it is 
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